Immunophenotyping of the cerebrospinal fluid as a prognostic factor at diagnosis of acute lymphoblastic leukemia in children and adolescents.
This study aimed at evaluating the use of immunophenotyping (IMP) in the identification of blast cells in the cerebrospinal fluid (CSF) of children and adolescents with acute lymphoblastic leukemia (ALL). Sixty-seven patients aged 18 years or younger were included. Fifty-five CSF samples were analyzed at initial diagnosis and 17 at the time of relapse. A cytological analysis (CA) was performed in all 72 samples, while IMP was done in 63. Blasts were identified in only three samples by CA, whereas all three samples were found negative by IMP, one of which had no isolation of nucleated cells after centrifugation. Among the samples analyzed by IMP, 11 showed a positive blast count, two of which had been inconclusive using CA. No equivalence was found between CA and IMP results (p = 0.55). CSF IMP positivity was not associated with other risk factors for ALL relapse. Among the 55 patients included at the time of diagnosis of ALL, eight relapsed during follow-up. Considering the cases of central nervous system (CNS) relapse, one of the patients belonged to the CSF IMP-positive group (11%) at diagnosis, and the other two cases, to the IMP-negative (5%) group. Detection of CSF blast cells using IMP was associated with a worse overall (p < 0.0001) and event-free survival (p < 0.0001). These results show that CSF IMP may be a useful additional method to conventional CA in the diagnosis of CNS involvement in ALL, and for the identification of high-risk subgroups that would benefit from an intensified therapy.